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About This Game

One Watcher combines the best of retro and innovative platforming to a challenging, atmospheric, and fast-paced game.
Transforming allows you to climb steep walls, slide ceilings, and jump midair to avoid deadly machinery. One Watcher is easy

to learn but hard to master.

You're the Last Guardian and on your mission to defeat the Watcher and save your kind.

Bumpers, lasers, magnets, gravity fields, rack wheels, flame throwers, rockets, blades, and the hunters are out to kill you. 66
levels in 4 chapters will challenge your dexterity while leading you to 4 different regions. You will explore the infinite depths of

the lost planet, master the trials of the burned South, and overcome the obstacles of the frozen North in order to reach outer
space and challenge the Watcher.
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Title: One Watcher
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Christian Hamm, Michail Ostrowski
Publisher:
Christian Hamm
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated Graphics Card, e.g. NVIDIA GTX 660

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: No

English
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<h2>TL;DR:<\/h2>
Five of five would get decked by camel again (IGN)

---------

<h2>PROS:<\/h2>
+ Clean and family friendly
+ Beautiful graphics
+ Adorable sprite work
+ Does not bash or stereotype Trump
+ Amazing backgrounds
+ Soothing, nostalgic-esque music
+ Kebab removal
+ Fast-paced
+ Addictive
+ Extremely challenging for people with poor motor skills (like me due to autism)
+ Your worst enemy is a spastic camel, or three, or ten, CLYDE GET AWAY FROM ME THIS INSTANCE

<h2>CONS:<\/h2>
- Controls are unwieldy and lack options to change what keys do what
- Jumping is difficult to control, making many obstacles very difficult to surmount, but this is part of the challenge I like
- Pressing left and right moves Trump an exact space, making fine control and aiming difficult
- When using the mouse, you can only shoot by clicking in one corner of the the screen, and as such, you often fail to shoot
when you want to if you forget where your cursor is

-----

<h2>LONG SUMMARY:<\/h2>
This game is a cheap, wholesome, side-scrolling addition to any Steam Library, and ESPECIALLY for any Trump fan. The
artist who designed the game made painstaking effort to make the game look beautiful, elegantly mixing pixel work into
stunning backgrounds. You can see the love put into this game.

This game is NOT for Trump-bashers and Hillary voters (unless they have an open mind).
This game is NOT for those who are impatient. Be ready to try again and again and again, always failing and restarting to get it
right. The satisfication is amazing when you clear that part you struggled.

I am proud to give my stamp of approval on this adorable little game. It could use some work in its controls, but the gameplay is
solid and I am absolutely in love with the graphics. I normally don't care about graphics, but in this game, it really adds to the
experience.

For the price it sells at and for a bit of difficulty with the controls, I have gotten my money's worth, and will gladly be decked by
a camel again. -and again.

-and again.

-and again.

.....-and again.. it was really cool and scary , Big Thumbs up. I want to love this and surely might some day, but for a paid app,
the ui and tool set are quite disappointing. Add some basic lighting, mirrored modeling, extrusion, selection, copying please. The
ui is quite clunky to navigate, and there is no indication of where your cursor is when erasing. I could go on about other basic
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improvements to the ui and toolset, but those basics would go a long way. As it is I can't reccommend paying for it, but I will be
watching for advancements and hope to give a positive review in the future. I love the idea of using voxels in VR, but VoxVR
isn't a practical tool yet.

You really ought not claim "a professional tool set.". It has good puzzles and graphics.

Can't adjust key mapping. Not the end of the world.

The real downside is the horrible movement.

I recommend this game but might want to buy it on a sale.. I Liked The First DLC,
While i would of liked to have more characters or free costumes (Like the RoF DLC back in XV1) but i was somewhat
satisfied! idk why everyone hates it so much?. Although initially it seems expensive for a short route, a lot of work has gone into
this and there are a lot of quite complex track formations. Recognition value is high.
If you find that an add-on is not working, for example the class 378, it is not necessary to validate the files. Simply go to you
library, select TS2016. A scrollable list of dlc you own will appear on the page, untick the add-on giving you problems. This will
uninstall that specific add-on, then once it has done this, re-tick the add-on and it will download and install it again. This avoids
losing any mods or having to re-install sound packs etc in the rest of the sim. Obviously this won't work if the problem is with
the core game files.
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Crashes after first adventure level. Had it free with PC Gamer so not concerned about wasting money. Can't write any more as I
have only been able to play for five minutes.
. Very nice game except you cant close it!, I love everytrhing about it except going into control panel to end this thing. Since the
last Update, the server are running worse then hell, laggs, kicked out or lost connection. How can this happen?. Good things
come in small packages.

This game is *super* short, you can easily play it in a single sitting. That said, it's one of the best single sittings I've ever had..
Originally planned for a "time filler" during our 2018 Extra Life stream, Treadnauts turned into just about the most fun I had in
that 24-hour span. Hectic and crazy but with a sense of control that simply feels great, this is the perfect "couch game" for
anyone playing as well as anyone watching.. The game was pretty good. but when it came to trying to record and play it it would
lag so bad. After some time though I managed to fix the issue the graphics and monster was amazing but there wasn't much to
do. So in my opinion it isn't really worth 3 dollars anyways here is my let's play of the game! Gevaudan - Something is Lurking
in The Woods!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/68axRKrzAwg
. A great little indie game from the guy who made Knytt. It's pretty short but reasonably priced.. Personally i wouldn't
recommend this game because the game isn't very smooth(the game feels a bit buggy).

Pro's :
- Some levels are fun(but these are hard to find)

Cons :
- Graphics are terrible
-Gameplay isn't smooth
-weird random loud sound effects(very cheap ones)
- Easy animations
-Death animation is buggy
-Checkpoints are hard to find(I needed to do the tutorial all over again after finishing it.
-Controls aren't explained at the beginning(Had to look for them in the menu.)

I'd give this game a 3\/10, it might be fun to play if you can pick it up for just one dollar but 10$ is way above the game's
quality.

Steam refund was luckly my saviour!. I've only played a little bit but I can already tell this gonna be one of my favorite
bullethells. Those boss fights are so goooooood! I'm excited to see how the game evolves. Good job to everyone involved!
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